
Upon Coming Home Again (Memories of the Journey) 

Through changing wind a songbird whispered 

The sky was blue 

The moon grinned 

 

Through blackened forests of no salvation 

A broken spirit, a damaged soul and a young heart running wild 

Looked for something beyond their imagination 

 

A hurt and lonely child got lost along the way 

Trapped in darkness and raging madness 

The final answer was to pray 

To be finally led home 

 

Rescued from the hell infiltrating its mind 

That poor and lonely soul was about to find 

That somewhere over the rainbow 

Does truly exist after all 

 

Passing gamblers killers and witches 

The gates opened 

Spirit became unchained 

With angels sorcerers and saints 

That soul was free to live and love 

Upon finally coming home again 

~ 

 

Catalonia 

I wish I was in a different world, to witness the birth of ideas 

Where utopia wasn’t just science fiction 

We had something real to believe in 

Not a vague attitude of love 



Not a mere subscription 

To a romantic fling of quasi-liberals 

Who deep down only craved power rather than real change 

I am not a subscriber but I am a believer 

For I too have been repressed and miserable 

Now that I have been drenched 

Felt the force of a gentle wind 

Shivering, my teeth and my fists clenched 

I have been freed – that is, I know a freedom 

A freedom not so unlike yours 

I also hold dreams 

Though not decorated in triumph and draped in silver 

Yet they are dreams too 

Gifted to me by someone resembling the very nature of ideas 

I can look upon sunshine where there is none 

Construction, desire, industry and hope 

A place, a Haven, a refuge on the walkway 

Guarded by some trees 

Enveloped by memories of many a lost battle 

By many won 

By a just and good cause 

I picture you as I remember loss 

A loss not so long ago and not so unlike yours 

Although dreams may well die here 

Hope never could nor can the idea 

For you and it are all things 

All things that have been and will be 

That exist only in the hearts of believers 

I can be there with them 

Whenever I wish… 

 

~~~ 



 

Fight Choir  

Take the last coach out of town 

Out of the streetlights and through the deadzones 

My passenger insomnia sits down, leaves myself behind 

The tourists and the wonders they find 

Aren't my attraction on this particular trip 

 

The heavenly choir harmonise with clenched fists, white knuckles 

It's more than a fight, more than a game 

A mass brigade sharing a single mindset 

Sentimental about the times they have had 

Their hearts ripped out 

 

The chilled bones, the disbelief & the elation, gobsmacked heartache 

Scars are worn as badges, apoplectic to ecstatic, for one reason only 

 

To be that who is soulless 

Determination replaced by demonic, restless greed 

Pride and glory now a wall of hate 

Corporate bloodsuckers I wish despair unto you! 

In this life or the next 

For you have removed from mine 

The one symbol of happiness 

Shot down, despite the bell tolling 

Signalling the end of the battle 

The general of the fight choir 

Lives on to fight another war 

~  

Anthem of Hope Wearing Happy Earrings  

The inferno that was my rage 

The gloom that blighted all my days 



Drowning in black rivers of a harsh malaise 

A descent into the twisted fire 

No sympathy for the disturbed 

A heart caught on barbed wire 

 

It lifted and cleared 

The journey may well have taken years 

The weather balloon, my saving grace 

An all new kind of faith 

One of love & protection 

Discovered in her eyes 

Written all over a forgiving face 

A soft blanket of velvet sky 

A wave in the night 

An anthem of hope ringing out 

Another verse to the song 

Joyous, subtle, enlightened 

A sign in the sky that I’m on my way home 

Trepidation - meet excitement 

“You need never again be frightened, 

I’ve been here all along” 

~  

~ 

On April 5th I Saw Saint Ana  

Out of the black, sordid nights 

Where my soul died and died again 

Something appeared in my line of sight 

A light I did not recognize 

A ghostly spirit by my side 

Found me in a wretched state 

Broken, empty and blind 

Full of heartache turned to hate 



In the shadows of death she was 

There to take me by the hand 

 

Release me from the grave 

Extract the poison from my soul 

The darkness of a bottomless hole 

Death’s bony grip, a suicide mission 

This was no mere religious vision 

No hallucination, nor a dream 

Something was with me that day 

At her mercy I was pleased 

Forever in her debt ‘til the end of my days 

 

A symbol of grace, lives on 

Saviour of the damned 

Has brought me a new path 

To tread, without the terror or the dread 

No more shall I seek the end 

In my heart I have a saint 

On my side and as a friend 

~ 

 

My Mother Nature  

Trembling, the world has grown smaller 

I wander without a guide 

Ludicrous romantic notions be damned! 

From love I should not seek but hide 

This quest could be suicide! 

 

My solace and my mother nature, 

she appears.. 

To her spirit I ask, to me she has said 



"Be calm & live carefree my dears, 

Love will come, sooner or later" 

~ 

A Plea to Copenhagen 

Remove me from my universe 

Take me into yours 

Like you did last year when my heart collapsed 

With the crash of that guitar 

 

Remove me from my heartache 

Hand yours to me 

Like the frenetic seizures of a screaming boy 

Gives himself to the night 

 

The culmination of a quest, the encores and the emotional speed 

Of an un-seemingly fast year 

They said would be the last 

The last twinkling of a burned-out star 

 

Mindless lives, so fake 

In need of remedy, a melodic shot to the heart 

A beaming source of joy 

Ecstatic inner passions ignite 

An experience closest to otherworldly harmony 

The wild waves of sobbing sorrow dry up 

The clowns exit to find a shiny new fad 

Nights are low, devoid of dreams 

Safe in slumber, in praise and devotion 

To the times we once had 

~ 

 


